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Visual Novel ?                 Dating Sim??

○ Interactive story 

○  Multiple endings

○ Otome game

○ Multiply Love Interest 

○  Time Management

○  Love meter/status

 



Similar Games

Ikemen Vampires

Diabolik Lovers

Blood Moon CallingRed Embrace: Hollywood

Piofiore: Fated Memories



Thesis Statement

Reading comprehension is improved through the use of time 

mechanics that limits the time frame users have before making a 

choice. This reinforces the player's attention and leads them to 

select the best choices within their options during gameplay.  



Artist Statement

An artist I strive to  create a world for my art to live in through a 

combination of creative writing and i love the idea of applying that 

world for my audience to interact with.



● Film noir style

 

● Key Elements  

○ Anti-hero protagonist

○ Femme fatale

○ Tight, concise dialogue

○ High-contrast lighting

Artistic Inspiration 



● Art Deco
○  the design style of the 

1920-30s
 

● Key Elements 

○ Symmetry
○ Geometric or styled 

forms
○ Repetition
○ Man-made materials

Artistic Inspiration 



Story



Plot

You are a detective who is tasked to investigate the bootlegging 

business.  Finding out more will reveal the unexpected. Placing your 

life in the hands of those within the shadows. Will you survive such 

feats, or will you die trying?



Game Mechanics



Flowchart







Environment Design





Character Design



Back

He is your childhood best friend and new partner at the New 
Yantis detective agency. Francis is very overprotective of you 
and is well perceived by others as caring and considerate, but a 
bit of a hot-head, so watch out. Can you rekindle your past 
friendship or could there be something more?? 

#


Francis’s  expressions



Back

He is the head of the Mancini family business and the older 
cousin of Cecil. He is known for being very serious and 
stoic. Thus. His presence is known to intimate others. Many 
fear him for his cold indifference. Will you be able to melt 
his cold heart or freeze while trying?

#


Leonardo’s  expressions



Back

He is the second in charge of the Mancini mafia family 
business and the younger cousin of Leonardo. He is known for 
being very playful and mischievous thus, his actions are always 
seen as unpredictable by others. Trusting him seems like a big 
risk, are you willing to take it or will you be fooled in the end?

#


Cecil’s expressions



Gameplay

#


#
https://docs.google.com/file/d/13SsY1iP-GmNH4hH1mDNM4vxX6_ck2hQT/preview


Special Thanks 

All of  my amazing committee members and faculty in Game Design



Possible Future Plans

● Completed Routes

● Voice actors/ Narration

● Tween Animations

● Unlockable images

● More expansive character customization

● Gender fluidity



Thank You!


